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The U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) March Announcement: no surprises.
The Fed is on a predictable and charted course for three rate hikes per year (dot plots) until they reach their
destination of 3%. But the announcement did have some important nuances to note.
1. The Fed increased their confidence that they would hit their 2% inflation target.
2. However, they were careful not to signal an accelerated pace of hikes by noting that core inflation (PCE)
was below the 2% target, despite headline inflation being above 2% (what they referred to as having a
“symmetric” view on their inflation target).
R*: By holding the 3% long-term policy rate stable along with a 2% inflation target, the Fed implies that the
neutral equilibrium real Federal Funds Rate (R*) is 1%.
The implication of that is the recent Fed hike should be viewed as a removal of excess accommodation, not
a “tightening.” This is because the “real” Federal Funds Rate today (nominal less inflation) is ~ -75 bps to
~ -100 bps, which is still accommodative.

Investment implications
1. This rise in rates is still supportive of growth and risky assets.
2. The pace of Fed hikes should be orderly and predictable. We believe this means fixed income assets can
still produce positive excess returns despite rising rates.
3. Our preference is to construct portfolios with more credit exposure than interest rate exposure. Default
rates should fall as the economy improves, which will likely support credit. We will overweight assets to
construct a portfolio that exhibits what we believe to be winning characteristics for the current environment.
They are: i) assets with improving fundamentals, ii) attractive yields, iii) idiosyncratic factors the support their
price, and iv) assets with more credit rather than interest rate sensitivity.
4. We believe active management may be the best approach to investing in fixed income, as passive
management may become more risky as rates rise.
5. Assets we believe will perform best in a rising rate environment albeit, with greater risk, are: non-agency
residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) (more credit than rate sensitive), emerging markets (our top
pick is Mexico, a non-consensus view) and high yield, with a focus on middle-market issuers whose
performance is driven mainly by idiosyncratic factors rather than a rate cycle.
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